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Abstract: Woodruff (2017) analyzes structural homologies and functional equivalences between the brains of mammals and fish to understand where sentience and social cognition might reside in teleosts. He compares neuroanatomical, neurophysiological and behavioural correlates. I discuss current advances in the study of fish cognitive abilities and emotions, and advocate an evolutionary approach to the underlying basis of sentience in teleosts.
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On the controversial topic of animal sentience, two different questions need to be asked: are animals sentient? and do they have emotions? In humans, emotions are also called feelings. Their study is complicated by definitional and conceptual difficulties (LeDoux 2012). From an evolutionary viewpoint, emotions can be seen as a survival tool, as they reflect conserved functions and circuits that are shared by humans and other animals (e.g., fear system, play, etc.)
(Anderson et al. 2014, Panksepp 2005). LeDoux integrated and conceptualised these ideas as a survival circuit that includes emotions, motivation, reinforcement and arousal, in a natural evolutionary progression of increasing complexity to finally arrive at mammals and humans.

Cabanac et al. (2009) adopted an anatomical and functional approach to the phylogeny of consciousness. Woodruff (2017) highlights the structural homology and functional equivalence between forebrain structures in fish and other vertebrates, concluding that fish brains are remarkably similar in organisation to those of other vertebrates. Particularly relevant are the mammalian amygdala (involved in the generation of emotion) and hippocampus (involved in learning and spatial memory), which are homologous and functionally equivalent to the dorsomedial and dorsolateral telencephalic pallium of the fish forebrain (Portavella et al. 2004, Demski 2013). Cortisol and serotonin in these brain regions in Nile Tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) increase after exposure to a stressful situation (confinement) (Silva et al. 2015).

In teleosts, it has been confirmed that similar neurotransmitters (e.g., dopamine) have to be in place to perform similar functions (Messias et al. 2015). Two extensively studied neuroendocrine systems should be highlighted in fish: (1) the hypothalamic-pituitary-interrenal axis (HPI) and (2) the teleost brain serotonergic system.

The HPI regulates acute stress responses, among other functions. Anaesthetics reduce or block activation of the HPI associated with different stressors (Iversen et al. 2003). Sedation in fish reduces consciousness and modulates stress responses (Ross and Ross, 2008).

The serotonergic system also plays an important role in the expression of emotions in vertebrates. Serotonin or 5-HT (5-hydroxytryptamine) serves multiple functions in the vertebrate brain including the control of emotions, stress coping responses and aggression. Serotonin has been extensively studied; it is related to sentience and by extension to consciousness in mammals and other vertebrates (LeDoux 2012). It appears to have a key role in the expression and modulation of emotion-like states in fish, especially long-term responses to social stress (Backstrom and Winberg 2017). The neurochemistry is so well-conserved in vertebrates that the zebrafish model (Danio rerio) is extensively used to test new medications for anxiety and depression in translational studies (Pitmann 2014). The dopaminergic system also has a significant role in emotional learning and memory (Messias 2015).

Behavioural signs of consciousness: Play, pleasure and sleep in fish. The signs of consciousness Cabanac et al. (2009) considered were emotional states or the behavioural expression of emotion, the search for sensory pleasure, animal play, and the presence of REM sleep. Studies have shown some of these signs in fish. The expression of emotion in the form of emotional fever (or stress-induced hyperthermia) has been reported in zebrafish (Rey et al. 2015): fish moved to a higher temperature area of the tank to raise their body temperature after stressful handling. The most likely area of the brain involved is the preoptic area (POA) which is also involved in the expression of behavioural fever induced by a bacterial or viral infection (Boltaña et al. 2013) triggered by an increase in plasma-borne inflammatory prostaglandins.

The capacity for emotional fever was one of the signs of the emergence of consciousness in vertebrate phylogeny (Cabanac et al. 2009). Other signs such as play have been demonstrated in fish. Burghardt et al. (2014) reported that fish display behaviour that met the five criteria for
play. Pleasurable emotions or the avoidance of unpleasant emotions in fish has also been reported by the Oliveira lab (Cerqueira et al. 2017) with neuromolecular studies indicating distinctive affective states regulated by the individual’s perception of environmental stimuli. The latest research on zebrafish did not provide evidence of REM sleep (Árnason et al. 2015), but current technology could be a limitation. More research should be conducted on refining the methods of recording REM sleep or its homologues in fish.

From an evolutionary perspective, and based on the evidence mentioned above, emotion probably represents a driving force for evolutionary change and adaptation. With current technical and analytical advances, evidence of consciousness in fish could soon be extended. Integrated behavioural and neuromolecular mapping of neurogenomic states in relevant brain regions will increase our understanding of the molecular regulation of behaviour. Further research is vitally important for a coherent approach to policy-making and regulation for the welfare of fish.
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ANIMAL CONSCIOUSNESS

On **November 17-18, 2017**, the NYU Center for Mind, Brain and Consciousness, the **NYU Center for Bioethics**, and NYU Animal Studies will host a conference on **Animal Consciousness**.

This conference will bring together philosophers and scientists to discuss questions such as: Are invertebrates conscious? Do fish feel pain? Are non-human mammals self-conscious? How did consciousness evolve? How does research on animal consciousness affect the ethical treatment of animals? What is the impact of issues about animal consciousness on theories of consciousness and vice versa? What are the best methods for assessing consciousness in non-human animals?

**Speakers and panelists** include:

- Colin Allen (University of Pittsburgh, Department of History & Philosophy of Science),
- Andrew Barron (Macquarie, Cognitive Neuroethology),
- Victoria Braithwaite (Penn State, Biology),
- Peter Carruthers (Maryland, Philosophy),
- Marian Dawkins (Oxford, Zoology),
- Dan Dennett (Tufts, Philosophy),
- David Edelman (San Diego, Neuroscience),
- Todd Feinberg (Mt. Sinai, Neurology),
- Peter Godfrey-Smith (Sydney, Philosophy),
- Lori Gruen (Wesleyan, Philosophy),
- Brian Hare (Duke, Evolutionary Anthropology),
- Stevan Harnad (Montreal, Cognitive Science),
- Eva Jablonka (Tel Aviv, Cohn Institute),
- Björn Merker (Neuroscience),
- Diana Reiss (Hunter, Psychology),
- Peter Singer (Princeton, Philosophy),
- Michael Tye (Texas, Philosophy)

**Organizers:** Ned Block, David Chalmers, Dale Jamieson, S. Matthew Liao.

The conference will run from 9am on Friday November 17 to 6pm on Saturday November 18 at the NYU Cantor Film Center (36 E 8th St).

**Friday sessions** will include “Invertebrates and the evolution of consciousness”, “Do fish feel pain?”, and “Animal consciousness and ethics”.

**Saturday sessions** will include “Animal self-consciousness”, “Animal consciousness and theories of consciousness”, and a panel discussion.

A detailed schedule will be circulated closer to the conference date.

Registration is free but required.

**Register here.**

See also **the conference website**.